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Health, Safety & Environmental Information:
WARNING
H229: Pressurized container: may burst 
under the effect of heat. P101: When 
consulting a doctor, keep the container or 
label at disposal. P102: Keep out of reach 
of children. P210: Keep away from heat, hot 
surfaces, sparks, naked flames and any other 
source of inflammation. No smoking. P251: 
Pressurized container: Do not pierce or burn, 
even after use. P410 + P412: Protect from solar 
radiation. Do not expose to a temperature 
above 50 °C. In case of contact with skin, 
wash immediately with soap and water. In 
case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately 
and abundantly with water for several 
minutes, even under the eyelids. If inhaled, 
breathe fresh air. In case ingestion, rinse 
mouth with water. If the symptoms persist, 
consult a doctor.

Handling and storage
Store in a cool dry place. Keep away from 
heat, direct sunlight, frost and keep out of 
reach of children and pets. 
Shelf life: 3 years from date of manufacture.

Product description: 
Oa2ki® is a novel cellulose polymer formulation 
combined within a water-based delivery system 
that immobilises insects on contact. Oa2Ki® gives 
rapid knockdown, having the added benefit of 
being insecticide free with no residual activity. 
Oa2Ki® is highly effective against ants, bed bugs, 
fleas, flies and small insects by physical means 
only - without the use of poisons. 

Directions for use: 
Spray the product directly onto the insect pest to 
obtain complete coverage. Oa2ki® can be used 
both indoors and outdoors. 

Effective knockdown for fleas, ants, 
cockroaches, flies, bed bugs, mosquitoes and 
small flying and crawling insects around the 
home. Spray the product directly on the flying 
or crawling insect to completely cover it. Once 
the insect is immobilized, spray a second time 
to eliminate it. Oa2Ki® is effective on both adult 
insects and larvae.

Oa2ki® can be sprayed directly onto pet 
bedding. For bed bugs and small insects 
Oa2Ki® can be applied directly to the insects 
and to cracks and crevices where insects may 
hide. Avoid spraying near highly polished wax 
surfaces. Do not spray directly onto animals, 
plants or foodstuff. Product may mark or 
darken absorbent surfaces. These marks should 
disappear within a few days but if in doubt, 
spray a small test area first. Oa2ki® is a non-
biocidal product due to its physical mode of 
action and is exempt from EU Reg. 528/2012

Shake contents well before use.
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300 ml

520 ml
Total container volume:

Volume NET:

5 015861 006417


